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KOY LAB

About us
Koy Lab is a company that specializes
in printing and manufacturing digital
photography albums. Founded in 1977 as
a photo lab, by the hand of a professional
photographer who wanted more than what he
had available. We soon started our search for new
challenges.
40 years have passed and we are still a family business, which we believe is one of the
aspects that makes us unique. We preserve our heirloom and never let go of our past,
which allowed us to get us where we are today, but we focus on the future, for which we
work in the present.
By offering limitless ways for you to customize your albums, we enable you to deliver an
outstanding product for your clients to preserve their most cherished moments. We use
only the finest materials and provide endless possibilities. From weddings, to newborn
and maternity, family sessions and portfolios we have range of products that fits every
single need, perfect for any occasion.
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Quality, tailored-made albums for
professional photographers worlwide
Our team, or as we like to call it, our Koy Family is full of dexterous hands from different
generations and it also includes our clients, who are the focus of
everything we do.
The essence of what sets us apart lays on how we
combine the tradition of our production systems to the innovation of our products.
By combining years of learned craftsmanship with the latest printing technologies we are able to handcraft
each product into a unique piece of
art for our clients.
Every detail defines and distinguishes each piece we create.
For this reason, we monitor the
whole process, from its design
to its trims, and thoroughly inspected every step to ensure
our top quality standards, not
just to meet your expectation,
but to exceed them.
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KOY LAB

Ambassadors
Our Koy Family is also composed by renowned photographers with
immense talent who identify themselves with the quality of our work.
These cutting edge photographers are:

Ana Dias

André Boto
[Portugal]

[United Kingdom]

Erin Elizabeth

Helle S. Anderson

Henk van Kooten

[Portugal]

[Australia]

David Newton

[Denmark]

[Netherlands]
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DDiArte

[Portugal]

João Carlos

[Portugal/U.S.A.]

Kevin Then
[Malaysia]

Lucas Gilman
[U.S.A.]

Patricia van den
Bogaart

Pedro Nóbrega

Thomas Zehnder

Vicente Esteban

[Netherlands]

[Germany]

Matthew Jordan
Smith

Michael Gilbert

Petter Ellis

Pierre Delaunay

[U.S.A.]

[Portugal]

[United Kingdom]

[U.S.A.]

[France]

Visit our website and find
more about our ambassadors:
www.koylab.com

[Spain]
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KOY LAB
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ALBUMS

Albums
Give a prominent place to the moments you
capture! Immortalize them in an unique
album, tailor-made for the protagonists.
Koy Lab’s albums are made with Fujifilm photographic paper (Digital Paper Fujicolor Crystal Archive Type DPII), flush mounted on cardboard, creating lay-flat spreads with no gutter
or cut.
• Fujifilm photographic paper (Digital Paper
Fujicolor Crystal Archive Type DPII)
• No gutter or cut
• Can hold up to 40 Spreads
• Round spine
• Flush mounted spreads
• White core pages
• 5 different cover options
• 8 different photographic paper options:
• +100 cover materials
• Lining: Brown, White or Black Fabric or White
or Black Cardboard
• Carefully handmade
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KOY LAB

Classik cover
Classik covers are marked by the beauty of simplicity. Timeless and elegant, this is one of
our most versatile cover options.
•
•
•
•

Front cover options: photo, bicast leather or bicast leather with photo windows
Can be covered with Basik and Selekt bicast leather collections
7 front cover layouts
Back cover bicast leather can be different from the front cover
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ALBUMS

CK-000

CK-001

CK-009

CK-012

CK-013

CK-014

CK-021
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KOY LAB

KS-003

KS-008

KS-016

KS-025

KS-027

KS-031

KS-044

KS-049
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ALBUMS

Kushion cover
These album covers, available in all Basik and Selekt materials, have the particularity of
being cushioned, which makes for an incredibly chic album.
•
•
•
•

Front cover is cushioned
Can be covered with Basik and Selekt bicast leather collections
8 front cover layouts
Back cover’s bicast leather can be different from the front cover
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KOY LAB

Duochik cover
Composed of two different front cover materials, that can be combined or overlaid. The
Duochik exquisite and elegant choices are a sophisticated option for a wedding album and
portraiture of all kinds.
• Choose 2 different bicast leathers: One for the top front cover and another for the
underlaid front cover and back cover
• Can be covered with Basik and Selekt bicast leather collections
• 5 front cover layouts
• Back cover’s bicast leather can be different from the front cover
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ALBUMS

DK-033

DK-035

DK-042

DK-043

“I really
woudn’t trust
any other
brand with
my portfolio”
- João Carlos -

Koy Lab Ambassador

DK-050
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KOY LAB

KR-051

KR-030

“The sample album totally
convinced me”
- Thomas Zehnder Koy Lab Ambassador
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ALBUMS

Kristal cover
Our Kristal cover combines photos with a layer of acrylic on top, giving it an extra shine to
the images that take center stage on the album. Its prestigious aesthetics makes it a perfect choice for family heirloom albums.
•
•
•
•

Acrylic application on top of the front cover photo
Cover photo: Metallic photographic paper
2 front cover layouts
Back cover’s bicast leather can be with Basik or Selekt collections
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KOY LAB

Metalik cover
This is a very contemporary cover, made with aluminum frames that can be conjugated with
any bicast leather of your preference. The Metalik cover enables you to display some of the
best images on front cover, making them stand out in a very modern manner.
•
•
•
•

Aluminum application on the front cover
Can be covered with Basik and Selekt bicast leather collections
5 front Cover layouts
Back cover’s bicast leather can be different from the front cover
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ALBUMS

MK-004

MK-006

MK-007

MK-034

“Koy Lab
is made
of real
people,
who really
loves
images”
- Pierre Delaunay Koy Lab Ambassador

MK-048
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KOY LAB

PARENTS ALBUMS
Because parents live so intensely
the marriage of their children,
matching parent albums are
the best way to offer them the
memories of this special day.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Smaller proportional copies of the main album
5 different cover options (Classik, Kushion, Duochik, Metalik or Kristal)
Lining: cardboard or fabric
Round spine
Flush mounted spreads
White core pages
8 different photographic paper options
The main album cover can be different from the Parent Albums
Minimum order: 1
Carefully handmade
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ALBUMS

MINI COPIES
Mini copies are the perfect way for
friends and relatives to keep the
best memories of the wedding.
This is a lovely landscape book
where each spread corresponds to
2 pages of the main album, so they
can keep it forever and remember
whenever they want.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Comes in sets of 2
Available for all main album sizes
Flush mounted spreads
White core pages
Only available in Luster photographic paper
Cover: photo cover in Luster photographic paper
Standard spine
Each spread corresponds to 2 pages of the main album
Carefully handmade
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KOY LAB
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Album Pack
1 main album, 2 parent albums and 1 carry case

Commonly used for weddings but able to
perfectly suit any other occasions, our Album
Pack complements the main album with a
carry case to transport it safely and in style,
and comes with two parent albums to offer to
close family members.
• The main album and parent albums can be
from any of our 5 album cover collections
(Classik, Kushion, Duochik, Metalik or Kristal)
• The main album cover can be different from
the Parent Albums
• 3 different photographic paper options: Silk,
Luster and Luster with UV varnish
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KOY LAB

Albums /Technical info
VERTICAL

HORIZONTAL

SQUARE

20x25cm | 08x10in

25x20cm | 10x08in

20x20cm | 08x08in

20x30cm | 08x12in

30x20cm | 12x08in

25x25cm | 10x10in

25x30cm | 10x12in

30x25cm | 12x10in

30x30cm | 12x12in

25x35cm | 10x14in

35x25cm | 14x10in

35x35cm | 14x14in

25x40cm | 10x16in

40x25cm | 16x10in

40x40cm | 16x16in

30x40cm | 12x16in

40x30cm | 16x12in

35x40cm | 14x16in

40x35cm | 16x14in

35x45cm | 14x18in

45x35cm | 18x14in

40x50cm | 16x20in

COVER STYLES

PHOTOGRAPHIC PAPERS
•
•
•
•
•

Luster
Silk
Glossy with glossy lamination
Glossy with matte lamination
Glossy with UV varnish Luster

• Luster with UV varnish
• Metallic with UV varnish
• Metallic with glossy
lamination

• Classik
• Kushion
• Duochik

COVER MATERIALS

LINING MATERIALS

ACCESSORIES

• Basik collection
• Selekt collection

• Cardboard
• Fabric

•
•
•
•
•

BINDING
• Rigid pages
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Photo Box
Deluxe Box
Duochik Box
Kristal Box
Presentation
Box

• Metalik
• Kristal

• Carry case
• DVD case
• USB Box

ALBUM TECHNICAL INFO

Parent Albums /Technical info
PHOTOGRAPHIC PAPERS

VERTICAL
Main Album

Parent Album

25x35cm | 10x14in 15x12cm | 06x08in
25x40cm | 10x16in 15x25cm | 06x10in
30x40cm | 12x16in 19x25cm | 08x10in
35x40cm | 14x16in 20x22cm | 08x09in
35x45cm | 14x18in 19x25cm | 08x10in
40x50cm | 16x20in 20x25cm | 08x10in

HORIZONTAL
Main Album

Parent Album

30x25cm | 12x10in 25x19cm | 10x08in
35x25cm | 14x10in 25x15cm | 10x06in
40x25cm | 16x10in 25x19cm | 10x08in
40x30cm | 16x12in 22x19cm | 09x08in
40x35cm | 16x14in 25x19cm | 10x08in

• Glossy with UV varnish
• Luster with UV varnish
• Metallic with UV
varnish
• Metallic with glossy
lamination

COVER STYLES

COVER MATERIALS

• Classik
• Kushion
• Duochik

• Basik collection
• Selekt collection

• Metalik
• Kristal

LINING MATERIALS

ACCESSORIES

• Cardboard
• Fabric

• Presentation Box

BINDING
• Rigid pages

SQUARE
Main Album

• Luster
• Silk
• Glossy with glossy
lamination
• Glossy with matte
lamination

Parent Album

30x30cm | 12x12in 20x20cm | 08x08in
35x35cm | 14x14in 25x25cm | 10x10in
40x40cm | 16x16in 25x25cm | 10x10in
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KOY LAB

Mini Copies /Technical info
Main Album

Parent Album

All sizes

22x11cm | 09x04in

PHOTOGRAPHIC PAPERS

COVER STYLES

BINDING

• Luster

• Printed cover with glossy
lamination

• Rigid pages

Album Pack
1 main album,
2 parent albums and
1 carry case
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ALBUM TECHNICAL INFO

Album Pack /Technical info
HORIZONTAL

VERTICAL
Main Album

Parent Album

Main Album

Parent Album

25x35cm | 10x14in

15x21cm | 06x08in

35x25cm | 14x10in

25x15cm | 10x06in

30x40cm | 12x16in

19x25cm | 08x10in

40x30cm | 16x12in

25x19cm | 09x08in

35x40cm | 14x16in

20x22cm | 08x09in

40x35cm | 16x14in

22x19cm | 09x08in

35x45cm | 14x18in

19x25cm | 08x10in

45x35cm | 18x14in

25x19cm | 10x08in

SQUARE
Main Album

Parent Album

30x30cm | 12x12in

20x20cm | 08x08in

35x35cm | 14x14in

25x25cm | 10x10in

40x40cm | 16x16in

25x25cm | 10x10in

PHOTOGRAPHIC PAPERS

COVER STYLES

LINING MATERIALS

• Silk
• Luster
• Luster with varnish UV

• Classik
• Kushion
• Duochik

• Cardboard
• Fabric

COVER MATERIALS

BINDING

ACCESSORIES

• Basik collection
• Selekt collection

• Rigid pages

• Carry case

• Metalik
• Kristal
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KOY LAB

Books
A family gathering, a children’s
school party, a studio photo shoot or
vacation photos. The sky is the limit
and the most important moments
come to life when gathered in a
book.
• Fujifilm photographic paper
(Digital Paper Fujicolor Crystal
Archive Type DPII)
• No gutter or cut
• Can hold up to 25 or 30 spreads
• Standard spine
• Flush mounted spreads
• White core pages
• 3 different cover options
• 3 different photographic paper
options
• Lining: white or black
cardboard
• Carefully handmade
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BOOKS
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KOY LAB
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BOOKS

NEW COVER MATERIALS

Fabrik Book
Joyously light-weight, the Fabrik books suit weddings beautifully, and are also a wonderful
option for family shoots and portraits. To customize it even more, the cover can be debossed
with sayings of your choice.
•
•
•
•
•
•

3 different photographic paper options: Silk, Luster and Luster with UV varnish
Standard spine
Can hold up to 30 spreads
Hard cover
Cover material: Fabrik collection
Optional debossing: Standard text, Gold/Silver foil text or Color foil text
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KOY LAB

NEW COVER MATERIALS

Nubuk Book
Soft and refined with a exquisite construction. The Nubuk books’ rich textures will
beautifully compliment your boudoir, portraiture, and documentary photography.
•
•
•
•
•
•

3 different photographic paper options: Silk, Luster and Luster with UV varnish
Standard spine
Can hold up to 30 spreads
Hard cover
Cover material: Nubuk collection
Optional debossing: Standard text, Gold/Silver foil text or Color foil text
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KOY LAB

Photo Book
Photo Books’ aim is to aggregate simple but exquisite memories. This book has a hard cover
made from photographic paper with a soft lamination coating touch. It offers you complete
personalization by allowing you to turn your best photo into a front cover image.
•
•
•
•
•

3 different photographic paper options: Silk, Luster and Luster with UV varnish
Hardcover material: photographic paper
Available cover laminations: Matte and Glossy
Can hold up to 25 spreads
Cover image will occupy the entire outer part, including the spine and the back
book cover
32

BOOKS

Mini Books
In a reduced size, Mini Books are a lovely small way to give life to memories, in sizes that
are able to be easily carried around. These small gems are great as a souvenir for weddings
or any other occasions and also a very smart option for business cards or mini portfolios.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Photographic paper: Luster
Flush mounted spreads
White core pages
Cover: Luster photographic paper with glossy lamination
Cover image will occupy the entire outer part, including the spine and the back book cover
Available with 3 or 5 spreads
33

KOY LAB

Fabrik / Nubuk Books /Technical info
SQUARE

VERTICAL
Main Book

Copies

Main Book

Copies

15x20cm | 06x08in

-

15x15cm | 06x06in

-

20x25cm | 08x10in

-

20x20cm | 08x08in

-

20x30cm | 08x12in

-

25x25cm | 10x10in 15x15cm | 06x06in

25x30cm | 10x13in

-

30x30cm | 12x12in 15x15cm | 06x06in
20x20cm | 08x08in

25x35cm | 10x14in 15x20cm | 06x08in
25x40cm | 10x16in

-

30x40cm | 12x16in 15x20cm | 06x08in
20x25cm | 08x10in

HORIZONTAL
Main Book

Copies

20x15cm | 08x06in

-

25x20cm | 10x08in

-

30x20cm | 10x08in

-

30x25cm | 12x10in

-

35x35cm | 14x14in 15x15cm | 06x06in
20x20cm | 08x08in

PHOTOGRAPHIC PAPERS

COVER STYLE

• Silk
• Luster
• Luster with UV varnish

• Fabrik or Nubuk
collection

LINING MATERIALS

BINDING

• Cardboard

• Rigid pages

ACCESSORIES

DEBOSSING

• Fabrik or Nubuk Box
• Presentation Box
• DVD case

• Standard text
• Gold/Silver foil text
• Color foil text

35x25cm | 14x10in 20x15cm | 08x06in
40x25cm | 16x10in

-

40x30cm | 16x12in 20x15cm | 08x06in
25x20cm | 10x08in
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BOOKS TECHNICAL INFO

Photo Books /Technical info
VERTICAL

HORIZONTAL

SQUARE

15x20cm | 06x08in

20x15cm | 08x06in

15x15cm | 06x06in

20x25cm | 08x10in

25x20cm | 10x08in

20x20cm | 08x08in

20x30cm | 08x12in

30x20cm | 12x08in

25x25cm | 10x10in

25x30cm | 10x12in

30x25cm | 12x10in

30x30cm | 12x12in

PHOTOGRAPHIC PAPERS

COVER STYLE

LINING MATERIALS

• Silk
• Luster
• Luster with UV varnish

• Printed cover with glossy
lamination
• Printed cover with matte
lamination

• Cardboard

ACCESSORIES
• Photo Box
• Presentation Box
• DVD case

BINDING
• Rigid pages

Mini Books /Technical info
VERTICAL 18x24cm | 07x09in

SQUARE 10x10cm | 04x04in
18x18cm | 07x07in

PHOTOGRAPHIC PAPERS

BINDING

• Luster

• Rigid pages

COVER STYLE
• Printed cover with glossy lamination
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Portrait
Display your prints in
style, with our elegant and
classic, but also avantgarde solutions to store
and exhibit your beautiful
pictures.
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38

NEW

Quintessence
Conceptualized by our beloved ambassador
Pierre Delaunay, the Quintessence is a refined
way to display your prints in a unique and
creative way. This versatile acrylic frame can
be used standing to fit in the space available.
You can store up to 30 prints inside this
luxurious display, keep changing the main
image from time to time.
•
•
•
•

Display material: Acrylic
Format: square
Mounted prints
Photographic paper: Luster and Luster with
UV varnish
• Minimum: 10 prints
• Maximum: 30 prints
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KOY LAB

Portrait Box
The Portrait Box elegantly stores and presents
your mounted prints. This is the perfect solution
for newborn and maternity shoots, portraits,
boudoir, portfolio, and even a compliment for a
wedding album.
• Box cover styles: photographic wrap cover,
Nubuk or Fabrik coverage
• Lining: black or white fabric
• 2 different photographic paper options: Luster
and Luster with UV varnish
• Prints’ mount material: hard cardboard
• Minimum: 10 prints
• Maximum: 20 prints
• Optional debossing: Standard text, Gold/Silver
foil text or Color foil text
• Carefully handmade
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Quintessence /Technical info
SQUARE
15x15cm | 06x06in

PHOTOGRAPHIC PAPERS

DISPLAY

• Luster
• Luster with UV varnish

• Acrylic

MOUNT MATERIALS
• Cardboard
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PORTRAIT BOX TECHNICAL INFO

Portrait Box /Technical info
VERTICAL
20x30cm | 08x12in

HORIZONTAL

SQUARE

30x20cm | 12x08in

25x25cm | 10x10in

PHOTOGRAPHIC PAPERS

MOUNT MATERIAL

BOX COVER

• Luster
• Luster with UV varnish

• Cardboard

• Designable cover
• Nubuk Collection
• Fabrik Collection
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Print Boxes
Spring into digital copies
this year with our fabulous
customizable Print Boxes
that go with your albums
and books. You will fall in
love all over again with this
exquisite collection of boxes
that store the delicate data
you collect.
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PRINT BOXES
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NEW

Proof Box
The Proof Box stores loose photographic prints,
accompanied by a USB of your choice, in a
sophisticated manner. Built with undeniable
craftsmanship, using Fabrik Collection materials
and silk ribbons it fits any USB flash drive of your
taste.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Minimum: 30 loose prints
Maximum: 200 loose prints
Fits 1 USB stick
Cover: Fabrik Collection
Interior lined with the same material as the cover
Closes with satin ribbon
Carefully handmade
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Mini Book Box
The Mini Book Box helps you present your work
beautifully in both digital and print. The satiny
ribbons help you remove the mini book from the
box effortlessly and can fit any USB flash drive.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Available for 1 mini book
Fits 1 USB stick
Cover: Fabrik Collection
Interior lined with the same material as the cover
Closes with satin ribbon
Carefully handmade
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Accessories
Our accessories have been
designed to preserve your
work with artistry and
beauty. These solutions will
give your albums and books
more comfort, durability
and prestige.
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ACCESSORIES
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NEW

USB Box
Complete your album with a personalized USB cover
image or material coverage. Our USB Box offers a
variety of ways to give your clients an outstanding
presentation for their digital copies.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Available in Basik, Fabrik and Nubuk Collections
Fits 1 USB stick
Interior lined with black or white velvet
USB stick not included
Cannot be sold separately
Carefully handmade
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Deluxe Box
With a touch of style and elegance, Deluxe Box allows the preservation of the album in a
lasting and distinctive way. You can choose two materials for coverage to create unique
combinations: one for wrapping the cover and another to create a vertical sidebar.
• Wooden framed box: available in black or
white
• Interior lined with black or white velvet
• Box cover: Basik bicast leather collection
with optional vertical sidebar from Basik
or Selekt bicast leather collections

•
•
•
•
•

54

Closes with black or white satiny ribbon
Interior lined with black or white velvet
Available exclusively for albums
Cannot be sold separately
Carefully handmade

ACCESSORIES

Duochik Box
This is the perfect match for your Duochik album. The secret to the Duochik Box success
is the combination of materials, which give it a personal style, adjusted to every client’s
desires. Choose the best image to be displayed in the center of the lid and frame it with
two different overlaid bicast leathers
• Wooden framed box: available in black or
white
• Box cover: Basik bicast leather collection
full wrap cover, overlaid with a frame layer
on top from Basik or Selekt bicast leather
collections.

• Cover photo: Luster photographic paper
Closes with black or white satiny ribbon
• Interior lined with black or white velvet
• Available exclusively for albums
• Cannot be sold separately
• Carefully handmade
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Kristal Box
The Kristal Box is a refined compliment to the Kristal cover album, but can be suited with
any other album cover. Like a window to your memories, this box lets your image stand
out as the main character through it’s acrylic cover.
• Wooden framed box: available in black or
white
• Box cover: Basik bicast leather collection
• Cover photo: Metallic photographic paper
• Closes with black or white satiny ribbon

•
•
•
•
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Interior lined with black or white velvet
Available exclusively for albums
Cannot be sold separately
Carefully handmade

ACCESSORIES

Photo Box
Assign an additional value to the album with the Photo Box, which was created keeping in
mind the luxury and glamor that suit all styles of photography.
• Wooden framed box: available in white or
black
• Interior lined with black or white velvet
• Box cover: photographic paper with
textured lamination

• Cover image will occupy the entire
outer part, including the spine and the
back box cover
• Closes with black or white satin ribbon
• Available for albums and photo books
• Cannot be sold separately
• Carefully handmade
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Fabrik & Nubuk Box
The Nubuk and Fabrik Boxes are a lovely presentation with the option of having a cover
with either Fabrik or Nubuk materials that match the book which is going to be stored
inside. To personalize it even more, you can choose the debossing option.
• Wooden framed box: available in black or
white
• Box cover: Fabrik or Nubuk Collection
materials
• Interior lined with black or white velvet

• Optional debossing: Standard text, Gold/
Silver foil text or Color foil text
• Available exclusively for Nubuk and Fabrik
books
• Cannot be sold separately
• Carefully handmade
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ACCESSORIES

Presentation Box
Presentation Box is a simple and practical way to protect the album, without having to give
up the elegance conferred by a box.
•
•
•
•

Rigid cardboard box with lid
Available in black or white
Available for albums and books
Cannot be sold separately
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Carry Case
An elegant choice to preserve the album and carry it wherever you want, in a
classic way, to attract the attention of even the most oblivious.
•
•
•
•

Exterior made with 1 bicast leather (materials available upon request)
Available in different colors and sizes
Available exclusively for albums
Cannot be sold separately
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ACCESSORIES

DVD Case
With a full wrap customizable cover, this DVD case is a creative and refined way to save the pictures in a digital format, that blends perfectly for
your ultimate photo package.
• Hardcover options: Basik or Selekt bicast
leather collections or luster photo paper with
glossy finish
• Interior lined in black velvet
• Capacity for 1 or 2 DVD
• Cannot be sold separately
• Carefully handmade
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Materials
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M AT E R I A L S

Choose from a wide range of bicast leathers
for the album covers.
With all the available materials, the
combinations are endless and all you need
is creativity to tailor your albums!
For the books, you can choose different
colors from our Nubuk and Fabrik
collections
Visit our website to find all the materials!
www.koylab.com

BASIK COLLECTION

Simple and classical bicast leathers for
your albums. With these choices, you are
never compromised.

SELEKT COLLECTION

A bunch of edgy bicast leathers, perfect to
stand alone as the star of the album or to
be combined with Basik ones.

NUBUK COLLECTION

Give a new face to your books with this
collection of nubuck materials, with
timeless colors and a soft touch.

FABRIK COLLECTION

Clean and minimal, the fabric options are a
great and elegant way to dress your book.
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Material
MaterialSamples
Sample
The Material Samples box consists of material
swatches, selected by you, from the available
collections:
•
•
•
•

Basik
Selekt
Nubuk
Fabrik
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KOY LAB

QUALITY CONTROL
All our products are rigorously
examined to guarantee our
high quality standards, our
delivery times and competitive
prices have allowed us to
respond positively to the
demands of the industry.

KOY LAB CUSTOMER CARE
Our customer care reflects
the same principles we apply
to our album tailoring, our
relationship with our customers goes beyond providing a
service, we are committed to
guarantee the highest satisfaction level from all of them. This
is one of the things that differentiates us and that makes our
service so unique.
66

